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Growing Resilient Cities

Urban Community Gardens and Disaster Recovery after

the 2010/11 Canterbury/Christchurch Earthquakes

Andreas Wesener

This study explores the role and value of urban community gardens following a

major crisis: the 2010/11 earthquakes in Christchurch, New Zealand. New Zealand

is located within the ‘Ring of Fire’, a vast horseshoe-shaped area around the Pacific

Ocean, and the world’s most active seismic region accounting for about 80 percent

of the largest earthquakes (USGS 2016). In 2010 and 2011, the Canterbury region

on the South Island of New Zealand was struck by two major earthquakes and a

series of devastating aftershocks. The first earthquake occurred on September 4,

2010 around 40 km away from the center of Christchurch, the country’s second

largest city. Despite having a 7.1 magnitude, it caused mostly minor damage. A se-

cond devastating 6.3 magnitude earthquake occurred on February 22, 2011 at 12:51

pm. Due to its closeness to the city center and destructive upwards vertical ground

movement, it was one of the most devastating natural disasters in the history of

New Zealand. It killed 185 and injured 7000 people, damaged 90 percent of resi-

dential properties, and resulted in the demolition of around 8000 households and

80 percent of the central city. By 2012, Christchurch’s population had shrunk by

about 20,000 people, six per cent of the total population – a significant statistical

anomaly for a city with a steady long-term population growth. It took another five

years to return to pre-earthquake population numbers (Brand et al. 2019).

Urban community gardens, here broadly defined as shared open green spaces

for mainly horticultural uses that are managed by local communities, provide a

broad variety of social, economic, environmental, and cultural benefits (Guitart et

al. 2012).These are created incrementally and simultaneously, for example through

daily (gardening) routines and social interactions, and are often cherished by com-

munity gardeners and local residents (Dubová/Macháč 2019). Several authors have

discussed the benefitting role of urban community gardens in the aftermath of

disasters. Gardens can help mitigate food shortages when supply chains are in-

terrupted. For example, an assessment of the impacts of Hurricanes Katrina and

Rita on existing food systems in Southern Louisiana revealed that unconventional
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food sources, including those from community gardens, played an important role

in diminishing food insecurity before and after the hurricanes (Sims-Muhammad

2012). Community gardens also help people withstand and recover from natural

disasters by providing relevant social and mental health services. Following disas-

ters, open spaces are often considered safer than built structures, which may be

damaged, perceived unsafe or unusable (see also the essay by Florian Liedtke in

this volume). Urban community gardens provide safe spatial settings with social

activities that support the physical and mental health of community members in

times of severe stress. For example, when Hurricane Sandy devastated New York

City in 2012, community gardens were considered as safe “multi-purpose commu-

nity refuges which hosted meaningful and restorative greening practices” (Chan et

al. 2015: 625). Okvat and Zautra (2014) made similar observations in their review of

the emotional benefits of gardening activities. They argued that in the wake of na-

tural disasters, gardens provide post-trauma therapy for users and help “alleviate

negative emotions and […] engage in experiences that enhance positive emotions”

(ibid: 81).

In addition, community gardens encourage teamwork, solidarity, and the crea-

tion of social capital. Kato et al. (2014) observed that following Hurricane Katrina,

community gardens encouraged community empowerment and helped counteract

socio-economic injustice in deprived urban areas: “[U]rban gardening activities in

marginalised communities still recovering from the social disruption of Hurricane

Katrina need to be seen both as countering practices to neoliberal abandonment […]

and as attempts to reclaim space and identity.” (ibid: 1845) Others, however, have

been critical regarding ways that gardens allegedly reinforce neoliberal policies on

the local level. Community gardens have been simultaneously regarded as antipode

(Schmelzkopf 2002; Ghose/Pettygrove 2014) and reinforcement of local neoliberal

policies (Rosol 2010, 2012). The discourse around community gardens and neolibe-

ralism has been described as internally and inherently contradictory with regard to

the complexities of multi-facetted places: “Urban agriculture is not simply radical

or neoliberal, but both, operating at multiple scales” (McClintock 2014: 165).

In New Zealand, the indigenous Māori population had a rich tradition of com-

munal gardening when the first European settlers arrived, but this tradition decli-

ned within decades of European settlement (Earle 2011). Early European settlers’

residential subdivisions were large enough to grow a sufficient supply of fruits and

vegetables for their families (Trotman/Spinola 1994). For most of the 19th and 20th

centuries, many New Zealanders grew food in their own gardens. Tenants in subsi-

dized state houses were expected to support their food supply through gardening:

“Growing your own vegetables wasn’t just encouraged – it was little short of amoral

obligation” (Dawson 2010: 232).

In response to growing economic affluence and accompanying lifestyle chan-

ges, the popularity of backyard gardens started to decline in the 1960s (Walker 1995:
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154). The first community gardens started to pop-up in the 1970s and have beco-

me increasingly popular ever since. Growing urban populations, increased urban

densities, attempts to strengthen community networks, and a general revival of lo-

cal food production have been considered as reasons for people to join community

gardens (Trotman/Spinola 1994: 16). The social and health benefits of communi-

ty gardens in New Zealand are various and comparable to those of other countries

(Earle 2011: 150); and community gardens are often supported by local governments

andNGOs (Burtscher 2010). Official statistics about the number and distribution of

urban community gardens do not exist in New Zealand. It has been estimated that

there are about 150 gardens within the three largest cities Auckland, Christchurch,

and Wellington (Shimpo et al. 2019).

In Christchurch, the city council published community garden guidelines based

on a vision “for Christchurch to become the ‘best edible garden city in the world’”

and to “encourage community gardens throughout the city” (CCC 2016: 1). There

are around 30 community gardens in the greater Christchurch metropolitan area;

around half of them were established after the 2010/11 earthquakes (CCGA 2019).

Most gardens are located in suburban locations in both affluent and less affluent

areas. The city features predominantly low suburban residential densities (CCC

2013). Generously sized private backyards are still the standard for many house-

holds. However, higher urban densities and increased house sizes on smaller plots

have generally reduced the potential space for growing food. Presuming the fur-

ther growth of urban densities in Christchurch, community gardens provide an

alternative to private backyard gardening.

The investigation inmy study is two-fold: First, it analyzes experienced benefits

of post-earthquake gardens that unfold through the individual accounts of commu-

nity members, showing that community gardens provide valuable benefits in times

of crisis (e.g. therapeutic, social, and educational). These exceed or add to the kind

of ‘regular’ benefits of community gardens frequently described by the literature.

Second, it discusses findings through the lens of urban and community resilience,

arguing that many ‘add-on’ benefits of community gardens are already present as

part of their inherent structures and processes.They can be easily activated when a

disaster strikes. Such qualities of community gardens correspond to notions of ur-

ban resilience that involve preparedness with regard to ‘silent’ background systems

that come to the fore when needed (Amin 2014).

Resilience and Community Gardens

The scholarly literature on resilience has boomed in recent years, and it is bey-

ond the scope of this study to discuss the growing body of literature extensively.

Resilience, in a general sense, has been understood as “the continued ability of a
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person, group, or system to function during and after any sort of stress” (National

Research Council 2011: 4). Across different disciplines, notions of resilience include

stabilizing a system, bringing it back to a previous state, coping with and adapting

to new conditions, and using opportunities, e.g. related to changing conditions or

system disturbances (Vallance 2012). In the discussion on urban gardens and green

spaces, scholars disagree when it comes to an alleged “historical affinity between

resilience and neoliberalism” (Zebrowski/Sage 2017: 45).

Likewise, urban resilience is a contested (Leitner et al. 2018) and highly politi-

cized concept (Wilson/Jonas 2018). Amin (2014) identified two distinctive narrati-

ves regarding urban resilience. The first narrative focuses on the inhabitants and

communities of cities (‘the people’) who confront disasters not only to survive but

bounce back from adversity. While essentially a bottom-up approach, this narra-

tive has also been critically linked to neoliberal forms of governance that tend to

delegate system-inflicted risks and uncertainties to individuals who are expected

to “show their own initiative as active and reflexive agents capable of adaptive be-

haviour” (Joseph 2013: 39). The second narrative, related to ‘smart city’ concepts,

combines smart governance with big data technology to provide quick and effec-

tive responses in an urban environment perceived to be increasingly risky. Such a

technology-driven governance approach has been criticized for its inherent lack of

data security and socio-spatial connectedness (Colding/Barthel 2017), the lack of

face-to-face governance, and the tendency to embrace corporate control that may

turn a city into a profit-driven living laboratory (Hollands 2014; Duffield 2016).

For all their differences, both urban resilience narratives require a high and con-

tinuous level of preparedness: “The resilient city – depending on local affordance –

is imagined as the city of active citizens, intelligent technologies, and vigilant go-

vernance, a body on full alert. Any failure to mobilize hyper-vigilance in the form

of anticipatory capability, continual surveillance, and entrepreneurial zeal, is seen

as an abrogation of responsibility, an error of judgement.” (Amin 2014: 310) Like-

wise, both narratives keep relying on “the many bureaucracies, supply chains, and

metabolic systems” that work “constantly in the silent background” (ibid: 311).

Relating to Amin’s first, community-centered narrative, (urban) community re-

silience (CR) is a concept that builds upon collaborative action at personal, com-

munity and institutional levels (Daly et al. 2009: 17). CR has been understood as

the procurement and utilization of community resources in order to cope with and

thrive under uncertain, unpredictable, and continuously changing circumstances

(Magis 2010).While calling for equal access to economic, social, and environmental

resources (Wilson 2012), CR also requires a combined engagement of community

resources and community action (Magis 2010). At the institutional level, CR requi-

res governance that accommodates community action (Vallance 2012).This involves

active support from and collaboration with governmental and civic agencies to en-
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courage the empowerment of communities throughmutual trust and respect (Daly

et al. 2009).

Community gardens are places that constitute a relationship between urban

communities and notions of urban and community resilience (Barthel/Isendahl

2013; Colding/Barthel 2013). Community gardens can help prepare cities for times

of crisis by increasing “the resilience of urban social–ecological systems” (Chan et

al. 2015: 632). They may bolster “psychosocial resilience after a disaster, especially

by enhancing cognitive capacity, positive emotions, and community engagement”

(Okvat/Zautra 2014: 85). In addition, they show “signs of supporting adaptation by

fostering ecological, human and social capital, providing the structure and prac-

tices to support social–ecological diversity, learning, and community support net-

works to better respond to future disturbances” (Chan et al. 2015: 633).

Social capital, in particular, has been considered as a driver for disaster recovery

and the development of community resilience (Aldrich 2012; Wilson 2012). Physical

spaces that encourage neighbourhood social interaction help build social capital

– the networks and relationships between people within a society (Aldrich/Meyer

2015). Put into place before a disaster strikes, such social places are able to improve

community recovery following a disaster (Aldrich 2012). Third spaces that are re-

lated neither to work nor home environments provide neutral settings for social

interaction (Oldenburg 1989). Community gardens are accessible open third spaces

withmultiple opportunities for collaborative action (Firth et al. 2011). However, “[…]

resilience research and disaster management practice have yet to fully embrace so-

cial capital as a critical component” (Aldrich/Meyer 2015: 256). Putnam (2000) who

helped popularize Social Capital Theory (SCT) distinguished between ‘bonding’ and

‘bridging’ capitals. Bonding social capital is usually established locally between in-

dividuals, e.g. two gardeners that get to know each other in a community garden

and help each other out. Bridging social capital is inter-local, e.g. between peop-

le of different organizations. It can be created across neighborhoods, connecting

people that pursue common goals but might not otherwise associate with each

other. While these two types of social capital usually work horizontally in terms

of (political) power relationships, a third type – ‘linking’ social capital –describing

“the ability to gain access to resources and influences externally and often to exert

political leverage in some form” (Montgomery et al. 2016: 154) adds a vertical com-

ponent. While bonding social capital tends to be created quickly in post-disaster

situations (Solnit 2009), bridging and linking social capital are needed to create

long-term benefits that strengthen the role of a community within the complexity

of local and regional power relationships: “By expanding their social network and

deepening their extant social ties, community gardens were able to mobilize re-

sources (ranging from grant money to volunteers) to support their garden, their

members, and their neighbourhood.” (Chan et al. 2015: 632)
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Method and Case Study

In 2015 and 2016 (around five years after the 2010/11 earthquakes), key informant

interviews were conducted in ten community gardens in Greater Christchurch.

They involved seventeen community gardeners or garden coordinators, four infor-

mants involved in establishing a post-earthquake temporary community garden,

and eight community garden experts from governmental and non-governmental

organizations. Three field surveys were carried out in the New Brighton Commu-

nity Garden involving 44 gardeners. In addition, direct and participant observa-

tions were carried out on various community garden sites, often accompanied by

informal forms of communication. While parts of the data and specific cases have

been discussed in previous publications (Münderlein 2015; Montgomery et al. 2016;

Fox-Kämper et al. 2018; Shimpo et al. 2019), this study focuses on interview data

regarding benefits of community gardens as experienced by interviewees in a post-

earthquake context across several cases. Relevant data was found in interview tran-

scripts with key informants from eight community gardens (Figure 1). The study

discusses both pre-earthquake and post-earthquake gardens (Table 1).

Findings

The findings in this section are assembled under three main categories that emer-

ged inductively during content analysis: The community garden as a post-earth-

quake sanctuary and place for social exchange; the community garden as a source

of food; the community garden as a post-disaster learning space. These categories

reflect commonly experienced benefits of community gardens against the backdrop

of the 2010/11 earthquakes, told through the individual voices of the interviewees.

The Community Garden as a Post-Earthquake Sanctuary and Place for
Social Exchange

One of the most frequently mentioned benefits of community gardens following

the Canterbury/Christchurch earthquakes was their role in providing safe acces-

sible places to meet other people, talk about the events, work together in the gar-

den, and, perhaps, escape from the difficult situation – at least for a few hours.

The years 2011 and 2012 were characterized by continuous and often strong after-

shocks.Many people in Christchurch felt scared and unsafe. Community gardeners

and coordinators tried to welcome and accommodate people with small symbolic

acts:
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Figure 1: Greater Christchurch (scale 1 70,000) including the eight com-

munity gardens where relevant information for this study was found. Con-

tains data from OpenStreetMap, licensed under the Open Data Commons

Open Database License (ODbL).

[…] we always have a cup of tea or we sit down together and everybody chats and

certainly through the earthquakes, that was really important for people if they

were going through a really hard time with their house or whatever, it was really

important for them to come here, it’s a safe place, they could talk about and it

was ok. […] it was an important focus for people to come down here and dig and

garden and get away from the chaos at home.

• Kaiapoi community garden

[…] we opened all the time after the earthquakes and there were a lot of people

that …. really just… came to talk and have company.
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Table 1: Overview of the eight community gardens where relevant information for this study

was found.
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• New Brighton community garden

[…] we managed to come back straight away more or less so it was really nice that

we had that. Our sense of having a refuge away from the continual shakes because

you don’t sort of feel stuff… when you’re in a building it’s horrible whereas when

you’re out in the garden you may see a little swaying but you’re quite centred and

I think that helped a lot of people too. […] people would maybe come here to seek

some sanctuary really because of what happened, it was so dramatic for so many

people really because it was continual, non-stop; so anyway, any of the places they

could come to that provided a nice connection away from the craziness that was

the earthquake.

• Smith Street community garden

Simply getting out of their often earthquake-damaged homes to socialize with oth-

ers was a relief formany.This was expressed frequently by the interviewees, includ-

ing this retired gardener:

I needed to meet people and have something to do because in a unit (they’re lit-

tle), and you can’t sit around and do nothing, and I enjoy being able to take veg-

etables home and I love the company and it’s good.

• New Brighton community garden

The aftershocks and widespread physical destruction that interrupted people’s lives

at home, at work and elsewhere in the city, made people long for stability and

(social) places that reflected a sense of continuity:

[…] that’s why the afternoon tea is so important and after the earthquake espe-

cially we found lots of people came back just to check if we were alright and that

the park was still there, people who hadn’t visited for a long time, years, would

drop by on a Thursday just to see that it was still going so there seemed to be

that need in the community for some continuity, especially when we lost all the

churches.

• Packe Street community garden

People did not only seek refuge but spent time actively to construct or extend gar-

dens. They donated building materials, often rescued from the post-quake rubble,

recycled them, and gave them a new meaning. For example, creating commemo-

rative places built from the rubble of the earthquake, was a coping strategy that
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enabled reflections about loss. In that sense, work in the garden becomes part of

an active grieving process following a disaster.

[…] it became the social hub of the area very quickly and then we had huge energy

went into it because people kept bringing their carloads of bricks from their chim-

neys and they would leave it at the entrance and we had one person who spent

her whole time cleaning bricks and then we all learnt how to mix cement and lay

bricks, we’d never done that before we reckoned if you could do a row of knitting

and keep the stiches straight then you could do a row of bricks andwe called it the

celebratory chimneys or something […] commemorative chimneys.

• Packe Street community garden

The willingness, and perhaps need, to contribute, donate and become active was

also evident in the Fitzgerald Avenue community garden, established in 2012 as a

temporary space. Many people and organizations contributed by donating materi-

als, time and workforce to establish the garden.

[…] we had second-hand bricks from the site and also some that the City Council

gave us which were for us to build the brick sided beds […] we got firms to give

us soil and compost and to sell us mulch and other material very cheaply so we

had lots of commercial support. […] Placemakers, who are a construction supply

company […] deserve a mention because they’ve been a really good sponsor […],

they basically donate materials and they donated tools, wheelbarrows, garden

tools, all sorts of stuff was given to us.

• Fitzgerald Avenue community garden

The active involvement in constructing the temporary Fitzgerald Avenue garden

“provided post-trauma recovery and therapeutic with various benefits for commu-

nity members” (Montgomery et al. 2016: 164). These benefits included the activa-

tion of coping, adaptive, and participative capacities and the construction of social

capital (ibid). Community gardens are diverse social places where people from dif-

ferent backgrounds can meet and mingle. In the Fitzgerald Avenue community

garden, for example, members of the New Zealand organization for hearing-im-

paired people (Deaf Aotearoa) actively participated as volunteers and helped es-

tablish the garden. For the spokesperson of the organization, the post-earthquake

garden project echoed the value of “[d]eaf people participating in this community

garden, collaborating with hearing volunteers.” Community gardens are also places

where different nationalities come together:
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I’ve met Australians, Brazilians, I’ve got a friend who comes in and he’s Australian.

There’s a Spanish girl comes here, there’s about five… oh I supposemaybe over the

years probably a dozen different nationalities have been here, well like yourself,

Japanese, Dutch, occasional German, odd French person so that’s normally sum-

mer time when they’re on holiday or they’re students and not at university and

come and wander around so you meet different people.

• New Brighton community garden

For immigrants, community gardens provide opportunities to get in contact with

locals and establish new social networks.This was particularly useful following the

earthquakes, when thousands of construction workers who participated in the re-

build of the city came to Christchurch from overseas:

[…] that’s why we came here, to help with the rebuild after the earthquake. […]

I came in February and around March I was exploring New Brighton and I went

to the library and I saw the pamphlet with these community garden advertising

that they were working Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturdays and I say oh

yeah, I didn’t have a job for that time so I said yeah, let’s go there and meet new

people and do something for the community as well. […] I’ve been coming here

every Saturday for a full year, it’s part of my life already. […] they [this community]

make me feel I am part of this place already even if I am foreign, they make me

feel very comfortable and is like my family, my Saturday family.

• New Brighton community garden

Likewise, locally displaced people who had to leave their damaged homes andmove

into a new neighborhood, could find a first point of contact with their new com-

munity.

[…] so I’ve moved to a new suburb, another place now and so it takes a long time

to get to know people whereas if there was something like this and you did have

that interest in gardening or in just wanting to meet people what better way than

to just pop downmeet a few… especially if there’s nothing else in that community,

so that people can connect in.

• New Brighton community garden

Local community gardens may keep on playing an important role for immigrants

after they change neighborhoods. The following anecdote, told by a community
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gardener, exemplifies the symbolic importance of the Packe Street garden for a

Kurdish family after the September 2010 earthquake:

We used to have a Kurdish family who came as refugees and they lived just oppo-

site the park and […] the family got bigger and theymoved away to a bigger house

but we see them from time to time and two days after the September earthquake,

thefirst one, therewas a knock at the door and I opened it and therewas a stranger

on the doorstep, big handsomeman and he said he was a relative of these people

who had lived opposite the park and they felt so grateful that they hadn’t been

killed in the earthquake that they wanted a cutting from the fig tree in the park to

plant in their garden because it connected them with home, the fig tree, it was a

Turkish thing so they came from that part of the world so Vince said it’s not going

to grow from a cutting so he got the big trenching spade and we went up and we

dug in and we got some suckers and wrapped them up and gave them to him to

take home […]

• Packe Street community garden

Interviewees frequently stated that community gardens helped them cope with

stress experienced during and after the earthquakes. For some, sharing difficult

experiences while working in the garden was a way of coping with stress:

I’ve had people in here that have been… they’ve been through so much… one

woman, I haven’t seen her for a wee while but she was coming here a nervous

wreck because she lived on her own and if you were on your own and you went

through what we’ve gone through it would be really terrifying and maybe no-one

close to you either to share it with and she came here […] she spent a few hours

here and she could tell people her problems while she worked so we were trying

to encourage that working and talking […] she’d say to me at the end when she

was leaving […] look at me now, I’m a different person. And she’d calmed down

because she had found a place where people are going to listen […] calming is

what we all needed after the shakes.

• New Brighton community garden

For people with mental health issues, the earthquakes often exacerbated their

symptoms. Working in a community garden was one way of coping:

[…] it was very noticeable in the earthquake for anyone who already had some

anxiety that the earthquakes took that anxiety off the clock, they were the ones

who had the most trouble, so they needed spaces and greens […]
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• Churchill Park community garden

The Community Garden as a Source of Food

In general, there were no major problems to buy food in most of Christchurch

following the earthquakes; many supermarkets re-opened quickly. However, some

suburbs were cut-off and temporarily inaccessible, and general concerns about ear-

thquake-related interruptions in food supply and distribution chains were publicly

expressed, not only in Canterbury but the entire country (Wallace 2011). Following

the February 2011 earthquake, food companies made emergency deliveries and do-

nations to support the food supply in Christchurch (NZ Herald 2011).

Community gardens in Christchurch played a role in contributing to post-

earthquake food supplies. Two interviewees reported about a direct involvement

of their garden with regard to emergency food distributions. The Kaiapoi com-

munity garden collaborated with a helicopter pilot to get food into New Brighton,

a coastal suburb in Christchurch that became temporarily inaccessible after the

February 2011 earthquake:

[…] there was a guy from Rangiora which is the town just up here, he had a heli-

copter and we couldn’t get into New Brighton so we would drop food off and he

would helicopter it into town […]

• Kaiapoi community garden

The participation in the food donation scheme also enabled the garden to attract

funding from the Christchurch City Council:

[…] we actually got funding from the earthquake to get this going so there was

funding through the Council for community initiatives and so we got money for

that to start with and then we got all these fruit trees have been bought bymoney

from the Rangiora Express that flew all the food over to New Brighton […] so there

wasmoney left over from that andwe gotmoney for trees from that so we’ve have

actually benefited from the earthquake I think in an extraordinary way and it also

was a very positive thing happening around the earthquake time.

• Kaiapoi community garden

In New Brighton itself, the local community garden delivered food to those who

needed it most following the February 2011 earthquake:
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Actually the February earthquakewhichwas the one that really hit the city hugely,

we did up a lot because at that time of year we had projects everywhere and lots

of food […] there’s a place down, a church affiliated and we sent lots of food down

to them and there were people on the corner doing up food packages to give to

people because shops were closed so we just got all the food out and tried to get

it around to people.

• New Brighton community garden

Beyond the immediate post-disaster situation, community gardens in Christchurch

contributed to the food supplies of people in need via charitable distribution net-

works or directly:

[…] when I first started there I couldn’t give the vegetables away, I’d take them in

to be given away in food banks and they’d still be there at 3pm in the afternoon

wilted but now when I take them in they’re not even there for 10 minutes.

• Churchill Park community garden

[…] one of the good things for me is that with my two volunteer jobs I have they

both involve getting free fruit and vegetables for helping out and so I don’t now

have to go and buy them, so it takes that off my grocery bill which makes living a

lot easier for me. I save about $20 a week on my grocery bill so I was really strug-

gling before I started coming here.

• New Brighton community garden

The Community Garden as a Post-Disaster Learning Space

Community gardens are not only places where people meet, socialize and grow

food.They are also important for the dissemination and sharing of knowledge and

skills. The scholarly literature has reported widely on different aspects of commu-

nity garden-based education (e.g.D’Abundo/Carden 2008; Surls et al. 2014; Gregory

et al. 2016). In Christchurch, several gardeners confirmed that community gardens

were hubs for learning and teaching:

[…]we have a group starting nextweek and they’re a group of immigrants and they

probably have grown vegetables in their own countries but they’re immigrants

here or maybe refugees so English will be their second language and they might
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have some experience or no experience so then I will show them what to do and

help them, work beside them to encourage them and support them.

• Wai-ora community garden

[…] we started a course called grow your own free lunch which has made all the

difference in our community garden so we have funding for five courses of five

weeks a year and we have two and a half, three hours and we did the first time

on garden growing skills and we harvest and we go in the kitchen and we cook a

lunch and that’s made all the difference in the world.

• Churchill Park community garden

[…] it is about teaching as well; it’s about handing on knowledge and inviting peo-

ple to do something a bit different too because we have cooking classes in the

winter and we just had one recently.

• Kaiapoi community garden

Following the earthquakes, the educational role of community gardens expanded.

Many households had to cope with ongoing water shortages and dysfunctional

infrastructure. Broken water pipes and sewers, and electricity outages required

unusual actions. In response, the New Brighton garden offered workshops on

practical skills that were needed in this post-disaster situation: “We did a lot after

the earthquake in workshops on saving water, composting toilets […].” In addition, the

New Brighton garden coordinator responded to and actively addressed shortages

in their community garden by installing new infrastructure. Such a response

increased the coping capacity of the garden but also the level of preparedness for

future disasters:

[…]we could prettymuch run [following the earthquakes] andwhenwehadpower,

we didn’t have water for a little while… how did wemanage that? Since then we’ve

put rain tanks in. […] But now we have all water coming off the gutters, so we save

all our water now […].

[…] we did talk about getting like a generator in […] we started really looking at

how we could look after the people if anything happened, but the generator was

a wee bit expensive for us.

• New Brighton community garden
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In the New Brighton case, the earthquakes created a new awareness about the con-

sequences of disasters and triggered concrete actions to be better prepared for fu-

ture disasters: “We’re actually a lot more aware of things, you think ahead, I think

ahead a little bit now because you never know what can happen.”

• New Brighton community garden

Discussion

The above findings reflect the role of community gardens as sanctuaries, places for

social exchange, post-disaster therapeutic, sources of food and learning following

an earthquake. Social resilience concepts, particularly about community resilience,

have been related to adaptive and participative capacities (Vallance 2012: 392). Gar-

deners in Christchurch expressed clearly that participating in a garden’s activities

and socializing with fellow gardeners helped them deal with the difficult situation

following the earthquakes. Bonding social capital was frequently created through

social interactions and shared activities. Activity and related participation levels in

community gardens were high in the immediate post-disaster period, and a signi-

ficant number of new gardens were established. However, there were differences

regarding the durability of participation.

The Fitzgerald Avenue community garden that was established after the earth-

quakes by the community organization ‘Greening the Rubble’, showed high activity

levels following the earthquakes. However, between 2012 and 2016, the level of ac-

tivity had obviously tapered off; participation quickly slowed down and remained

marginal at the time when it was studied (Montgomery 2016). Short-term increa-

sed participation could be interpreted as a mere coping response (Lorenz 2013) that

does not necessarily include adaptation over time – a relevant indicator for resili-

ence. The Fitzgerald Avenue garden – originally designed as a temporary place –

was apparently not able to attract many users beyond the initial coping phase. And

although it is difficult to predict future activities in the garden, its significance as

a (long-term) resource for community resilience has become increasingly passive.

In contrast, in the New Brighton garden, established long before the earth-

quakes, participation also increased a few months after the February 2011 earth-

quake and then normalized in the following years; however, at a high level (Shimpo

et al. 2019). To some extent, findings from theNewBrighton and Fitzgerald Ave gar-

dens support the argument that “post-disaster social networks are likely to tightly

mirror pre-disaster conditions“ (Aldrich 2012: 53) and that therefore pre-existing

social capital is relevant for post-disaster recovery (Vallance 2012). They are also

indicators that community gardens “well established and frequented before a dis-

aster may provide continuous long-term benefits that extend past the immediate
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disaster recovery period” (Shimpo et al. 2019: 130). While the obtained data across

gardens (established both pre- and post-earthquake) confirms increased activities

following the earthquakes, in most cases it does not provide sufficient information

on long-term development, e.g. how participation and activity levels evolved af-

ter the immediate post-disaster recovery period. Follow-up studies, for example in

gardens that were established after the earthquake – or as a result of it – are re-

commended. Longitudinal studies are needed to monitor long-term developments

and to produce more substantial evidence beyond singular cases and snapshots in

time.

With regard to adaptive capacities, two other findings of this study seem rele-

vant: First, community gardens in post-earthquake Christchurch were places whe-

re diverse people met; young and old, local and foreign, able-bodied and disabled,

healthy and ill. Community gardeners’ accounts show that people from different

national, ethnic and religious backgrounds came together in community gardens

following the earthquakes. Local gardeners considered the experience as enriching.

Migrants and gardeners new to the community were able to connect locally. While

integrative aspects of community gardening are generally relevant, e.g. ‘intercul-

tural gardens’ concepts in Germany (Moulin-Doos 2014), such aspects become even

more important in a post-disaster situation where local populations are displaced

(physically and mentally) and new migrants flock in to participate in the rebuild.

The integrative aspect is an adaptive capacitywith potential long-termbenefits. It is

also an indicator for the establishment of bridging social capital. Likewise, the col-

laboration of various organizations, as evident in the Fitzgerald Avenue community

garden (Montgomery et al. 2016), established bridging social capital. Community

diversity and integration can be considered as relevant indicators for community

resilience. More research regarding the (long-term) performance of post-disaster

community gardens with regard to fostering integrative aspects is needed.

Second, while community gardens are generally hubs for learning and tea-

ching, some specific lessons were learned from the Christchurch earthquake expe-

rience that relate to concepts of resilience. Providing workshops on post-disaster

skill development (e.g. building composting toilets) and integrating new infrast-

ructure such as water tanks increases the level of awareness and preparedness. It

also enables networks and connections beyond the community garden and is the-

refore a potential enabler for bridging social capital.

An explicit example of increased awareness and subsequent action in terms

of strategic infrastructural improvements was detected only in the New Brighton

garden. However, such infrastructure improvements could be expanded. Commu-

nity gardens could potentially serve as emergency evacuation points for the local

community when a disaster strikes, as suggested by Florian Liedtke’s chapter in

this volume. Shortages of toilets, water, power, food and shelter could be addres-

sed immediately. With some funding, community gardens could be equipped with
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complementary facilities that serve gardeners during regular operation as well as

the wider community in an emergency. This implies effective governance and ma-

nagement for gardens, for example with the help of paid coordinators. In general,

help from paid professionals including garden coordinators, advisors, tradesmen,

etc. has been identified as a major enabler for the development of community gar-

dens (Fox-Kämper et al. 2018). Such arrangements would likely strengthen the role

of the gardens and their communities and create new vertical collaborations and

linking social capital.TheNew Brighton community garden is an example of a well-

governed garden that has learned from the earthquakes and actively responded to

future threats.

With regard to preparedness as an indicator for urban resilience, community

gardens could be understood as one of Amin’s (2014) “silent background” systems

that get activated when a disaster strikes. The findings indicate that in the con-

text of community gardens, ‘activation’ could be a rather subtle process. Welcom-

ing gestures such as offering tea or extending the opening hours are examples.

Processes of more explicit ‘activation’ include building and construction activities,

workshops on disaster-related topics, and the installation of new infrastructure.

However, many specific benefits do not even need to be ‘activated’. They belong

to a community garden’s DNA and are constructed and expressed through day-

to-day activities. Making diverse people feel comfortable in a new environment,

providing opportunities for social interaction, providing green spaces and healt-

hy (work) activities, providing food, and learning new skills are examples. Such

day-to-day benefits strengthen the potential of community gardens for urban and

community resilience before and after a disaster.

This study shows that some community gardens in Christchurch responded to

food shortages in the immediate aftermath of the earthquakes and supplied food

to local communities. Community gardens have the potential to support local food

supplies (Tahara et al. 2011) and they could have a more significant role following

disasters.TheKaiapoi garden benefited from participating in a food donation sche-

me by establishing new collaborations (bridging and linking social capital) and re-

ceiving funding. Following the 2010/11 Canterbury/Christchurch earthquakes, gro-

wing food locally in urban locations has entered the political agenda. The Christ-

church City Council (CCC) published a “Food Resilience Policy” (2014) that supports

the establishment of urban community gardens amongst other initiatives.

However, the role of community gardens for community resilience beyond a

food perspective has not yet attracted the widespread attention of policy makers.

In Christchurch, funding and land tenure remain critical barriers for the develop-

ment of community gardens (Fox-Kämper et al. 2018). If considered as a source

of, or system for urban and community resilience, community gardens should be

supported by state and non-state actors in order to maximize their potential. Not

in the neoliberal sense of delegating responsibilities down to the individual, but as
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beneficial systems that thrive on “bottom-up dynamics in combination with suc-

cessive institutional support” (Fox-Kämper et al. 2018: 67), and are easy to activate

when a disaster strikes. And while community gardens cannot be the only ‘silent

systems’ that contribute to preparedness for a disaster, they should become – or

are already – an integral part of it.

While additional studies are needed, for example to answer questions about

long-term activation and related benefits, it is safe to say that community gardens

bring people together and provide a safe and nurturing environment after a disas-

ter. This gardener from the Phillipstown Hub community garden got to the heart

of it when she reflectively concluded:

[…] first of all I think it’s about people, it’s about bringing people together, it’s

about learning skills, how to look after yourself and how to feed yourself […] I think

once if you’d asked me that a while ago I might have said food first but no, I’ve

learnt that […] it’s just bringing people together more than anything.

• Phillipstown Hub community garden

Conclusion

The role of urban community gardens in times of crises has remained pertinent

for contemporary cities. However, the wider benefits of gardens beyond notions

of food resilience remain understated. Community gardens are first and foremost

about people. Their inherent ability to create and retain social capital provides va-

luable benefits in both pre- and post-disaster situations. It is the often latent and

subtle power of continuous activities and social interaction that makes commu-

nity gardens a valuable source of community resilience when a disaster strikes.

Amin (2014) persuasively argued that narratives of urban resilience rely on well-

functioning systems that work in the background and come to the fore when nee-

ded. Community gardens can be a part of such lifesaving systems; however, they

need the necessary care and support like any other system. Notions of communi-

ty resilience that break historical ties with neoliberalism are not about delegating

uncertainties to individuals, but about building mutual support, trust and respect

to empower communities.

Considering their potential social benefits before and following disasters, com-

munity gardens should be regarded as long-term assets. They should get the ap-

propriate support in the form of funding, long-term tenure security, and protec-

tive urban planning policies. Policymakers at national, regional and local levels

should provide innovative funding schemes that encourage community gardeners

to rethink infrastructural and governance arrangements (for both pre- and post-
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disaster situations) and apply for the necessary funds to improve them. In additi-

on, more research is needed to analyze the long-term development and outcomes

of gardens and produce substantial evidence. It will support policymakers to make

better choices to support and maximize the benefits of urban community gardens.

Therefore, longitudinal studies on selected gardens thatmonitor their development

over time are recommended.
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